VANDAL FOOTBALL SEASON CLIMAXED WITH BIG RALLY

Similarly, despite the student body's enthusiasm for the football season, the events surrounding the game were met with mixed emotions. The students were thrilled to see the Cougars take on the Idaho State Bengals, but the game itself was not as expected. The Bengals came into the game with a solid defense, and they were able to contain the Cougars' offense, leading to a hard-fought battle. However, the Cougars were able to pull through with a 34-20 victory, thanks to a strong second half performance.

VISITORS PAINT UP
WASHINGTON, D.C.

Amidst the cheering and excitement, the students painted up the school colors and cheered on their team. They were determined to support their Cougars, and they did not disappoint. The students were able to create a lively atmosphere, and they added to the overall energy and spirit of the game.

MACLEAN FIELD "Rat's Nest"

The game was held at MacLean Field, which is located in the heart of the Idaho Falls community. The stadium was packed with students, alumni, and local residents, all eager to watch theCougars in action. The atmosphere was electric, and the students were able to create a lively and dynamic environment.

FROSH BASKETBALL STARTS WEDNESDAY

The Frosh basketball team was looking to start their season on a strong note. With a new group of Frosh players, the team was determined to prove themselves and bring their best to the court. The students were excited to see the Frosh team in action, and they were ready to support their team.

DOPE GOES SMASH

The students were also eager to see the new Frosh basketball player, Dope. Dope had been on everyone's radar, and everyone was excited to see what he could bring to the team. The students were thrilled to see Dope in action, and they were determined to support him in his new role.
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The school was buzzing with excitement as the game approached. The students were preparing for the big event, and they were determined to make it a memorable day.

THE BAND RALLY AT DEPOT TODAY

The band was set to rally at the depot today, and they were looking forward to the event. The students were eager to see the band perform, and they were determined to support them.

No Assembly Hold This Week

There will be no student body meeting this week. The students were taking a break from their usual routine, and they were determined to enjoy the game and the festivities.

Newhouse Heads Tribune Club

Newhouse was named the new head of the Tribune Club, and the students were thrilled to see him in his new role. He was an enthusiastic and dynamic leader, and the students were determined to support him.

It's a new day and a new chapter in the school's history. The students were determined to make the most of the game and the festivities, and they were looking forward to another great day at the Idaho Falls High School.
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The Silver Lining

THERE were 33 bats that will quite take the alarm out of defeat. Just to be strictly honest we must admit that whenever the game is over we have the rogue of humanity galloping. It was a glorious contest to witness and it will not be a game to considerably review previous and future happiness in the arts. Still, with all their backing between victory and defeat in the hearts they are—and we cannot change the past—no matter what it may be called sunk. Football is only a game after all. The non-representatives are not allowed to make any mistake. We are quite disappointed in the Vandals—so far as it goes—and we hope to be on the side that wins. It is the contest of beauty. Both Nuinei's and Nuinei's have the great public following.

The Vandals are not all that a football season does. It also determines who is the better of the opponents who dare the bulk of points on the same side. Coach Cullum and his squad did all that was conceivably possible to win the game, but it simply wasn't possible to get a victory. The defense played a spectacular game and the program was that which we had expected. The Vandals did well there in the big games, but the Preble won.

Tuesday Evening Special


The Three Leading Radios of 1920

You may hear them all here.
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LEADING TEAMS NEARING BATTLE

Intramural Quintset finds games tougher as Season Advances

With_employment_and__unemployment__football__comes_out_of_the Way__the__Spotlight_is__back_on__athleticism.____

The__in___the__final__round___the__Belsky__men__were__thrown__out_of__the__way__with__3-1__match__points___in__favor__of__the__Bells.____

"A__league__the__winner__will__be__announced__at__the__class__meeting__next__week__with__the__final__co-ed__opponent__to__be__announced.____

"Lawson,___who__had__thrown__out__the__Hollyhocks__in__the__playoff__series___is..today__seating__in___his__chair___in___the__classroom..____

The__final__match__will__be__spoken__by___the___coach__in___the___afternoon.____

The__Three__Leading__Radios

1920

You__may__hear__them__all__here.

ATWATER_KENT

Screen__Grid

VICTOR

Micro-Synchronous

BRUNSWICK

Studio Reproduction

All in a day's work for telephone men

A specimen of construction work leaves Bell System is the new category spanning telephone wires across the Gila River, Arizona. The "manhole" structure is no longer an obstacle while there are telephone men to find a way through it over ever.

This is but one example in a general expansion program. Others are cited widely varied projects in ranging New York to Atlanta, Atlanta to Athens former telephone building of 1912, developing a $3,750,000 facility at Baltimore.

The telephone habit is growing, and the Bell System will continue to keep a step ahead of the needs of the nation.

BELL SYSTEM

National telephone system of communication through the world
SOCIETY

FRANKLY FROM MACH - ANN
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what trade father and husband, "Ann, and P~ "The Bachelor-" with Robert Armstrong and Graham Alexander starring, is a delightfully madcap comedy in a slightly mad style of murder, robbery and love.

FIFTH AVENUE FASHIONS

In a J. C. Penney store you can find the latest in fashions and fads that appeal to the New Yorker, and it's a fact that Moss Bros. and Penney's have always been the place to shop for the latest in men's fashions. They always have a reasonable selection, but we're happy to see that there are now over 1,000 stores of the same name on the other side of the world. So why not join us?

WANT YOU TO SEE "ANNIE" - OR "BRIGADOON" - HERE AT THE IDAHO THEATRE - AN EVENING OF COMEDY, DANCE, AND MUSIC - HIS MAJESTY'S THEATRE - FRIDAY AND SATURDAY - 7:30 P.M.

STEWART'S SHOE SHOP

Fine Shoe Repairing
We also dye your shoes

CAREY'S TAILOR SHOP

To look your best for formal or everyday events, you have your clothes cleaned regularly.

THE NEW YOUTHFUL FROCKS

BY TODAY'S EXPRESS WE RECEIVED A CHARMING COLLECTION OF THE VEO YOUTHFUL "PRINCESS" SILHOUETTE - ALL SLIM, ENCHASURING, YET NATURAL AT THE SAME TIME.

Colors - Black, Brown, Green, Dalia, Red and Blue.

Unusual Values At
$10.75 and $16.75

Perfect-Fitting Sweater
with permastitch

Boyd Clothing Co.
LEADING THE VANDAL FANS on the maddening this season, this life of well-behaved has done most to keep Idaho's football team in fighting spirit when the odds were against them. Left to right are: Gerald Gline, Ralph Ormady, and Bob Brookshier.

CANTERBURY CHOCOLATES

“The Best Obtainable”

A large stock of assorted boxes priced from $1.00 to $5.00.

Carter’s Drug Store
Chair, Carter's, Pocatello

STAGES

INTERSTATE COACH CO.

UNION PACIFIC STAGE LINE,

Special College Student's Rate $4 00 ROUND TRIP

To Spokane

9:10 A.M.; 1:10 P.M.; 3:30 P.M.

For Information Contact

STAGES LEAVE FROM

MOSCOW HOTEL

EXPRESS PACKAGES CARRIED

The Oriole Nest

Everybody likes winter sports—
You can't have 'em without snow—but you

can have a real cup of coffee at

Society Novelty
Gift Boxes

Handcrafted Boxes, Writing Sets, Dressing Table Sets and Jewel Boxes, all in beautiful California Cedar.

Fountain Pens

A complete stock of Sheaffer, Waterman and Montecristo Pens, with prices ranging from $1.00 to $10.00.

Whitman Chocolates, always fresh, 5¢ to $7.50.

CORNTE DRUG & JEWELRY STORE

Where Quality Counts

Choice Electric Popcorn Popper

$3.00 Free

November is popcorn time—and popcorn time will last all year long when you have an Excel Electric Popcorn Popper.

Just attach to any electric outlet—and pop corn the modern electric way.

The Washington Water Power Co.

Ditching and Drainage

LEONARD NUMBER 11 OF THE BLASTERS’ HANDBOOK

1. The economic advantages of desert cultivation.
2. The physical characteristics of the desert area.
3. The importance of water conservation.
4. The methods of irrigation and drainage.
5. The role of soil conservation in desert agriculture.
6. The economic benefits of desert cultivation.
7. The need for education and training in desert agriculture.
8. The potential for desert cultivation and its limitations.
10. The role of government and private organizations in promoting desert cultivation.

The Blasters’ Handbook is gratis, without cost, by merely replying to this coupon:

E. I. DU PONT DE NEMOURS & Co., Inc.,

Pocatello, Idaho

Print and mail this coupon for your copy of the Blasters’ Handbook. You will receive the Handbook free of charge, but you are invited to contribute to the cost of this publication.

Price:

Address: